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RTW Meets With Heavy Opposition in Missouri Senate
Tim Rowden, reprint from Labor Tribune

St. Louis Mayor Francis Slay testifies against
anti-worker measure
Jefferson City – The fiery, often partisan
debate over right-to-work legislation made
its way into the Missouri Senate March 10.
The Senate Small Business Committee
met in a packed hearing room to discuss
Senate Bill 127 (SB127), sponsored by Sen.
Dan Brown (R-Rolla).
Brown and Lt. Gov. Peter Kinder both
defended the bill with arguments bashing
workers and unions, and urging the panel to
jump on the right-to-work/“freedom to work”
bandwagon, despite the overwhelming
evidence – which they pooh-poohed – that
it would hurt rather than help the state’s
economy.
Kinder’s blustering testimony was
immediately followed by St. Louis Mayor
Francis Slay, a union supporter and
steadfast opponent of right-to-work.
“I’m very, very proud that St. Louis is a
strong union town,” Slay said. “It’s one that
has outstanding union leadership.”
Slay explained to the panel that unions
actually help bring jobs to the state, noting
Boeing’s recently announced plans to bring
2,000 jobs to the St. Louis area.
“That would not happen without the
strong leadership of organized labor in St.
Louis and the state of Missouri,” Slay said
to the thunderous applause
Missouri workers and right-to-work
opponents who also attended the three-hour
hearing said unions help provide better
wages, superior health care and pension
benefits.
The committee took no immediate action
on the bill March 10, but voted the next
week to advance the measure to the full
Senate. (See update in the March 26-April
1 issue of the Labor Tribune print edition.)
Wisconsin passed its own version of rightto-work on March 9, becoming the 25th
state in the nation to enact the anti-worker,
union busting law.
Hoffman Construction, a major road
building and mining company in Wisconsin,
was the first company in the Dairy State to
respond to the anti-worker law.
Company owner James Hoffman told the

Duluth News Tribune he planned to expand
his operations in worker-friendly Minnesota
because he believes the right-to-work law
will make it more difficult for him to find
skilled workers, which will ultimately cost
his company money.

Deacon Mike Lewis of St Patrick’s
Parish from Kansas City and Reverend
Martin Rafanan from St. Louis testified
to the ill effects right-to-work would have
on communities across the state. They
presented the panel of senators with signed
petitions as well as statements from various
congregations urging the senators to vote
against this outrageous law.
RIVETING TESTIMONYFinally, it was the workers turn to talk.

Senate RTW hearing impactful, emotional,
By Mike Louis
Observations
POWERFUL TESTIMONY: UFCW Local
655 members Laurie Giannini (second
from left) and Terresa Hester (at right) are
congratulated for the personal testimony
against right-to-work by Missouri AFLCIO President Mike Louis and Senator
Gina Walsh (a member of Heat & Frost
Insulators Local 1). President
Missouri AFL-CIO
As the hearings began March 10 in a
jam packed hearing room, it was quite
evident that there were many more people
than just union leaders; business owners,
political leaders and members of the Faith
Community joined rank-and-file members
testifying in opposition to so-called right-towork bills.
Some 15 witnesses spoke against the
legislation, beginning with business owners
who emphatically said they were against
the bill. One by one they made the point
that their businesses have done very well
because they have well-trained, professional
workers who know how to get the job done
both safely and efficiently.

UFCW 655 member Terresa Hester (Shop
‘N Save) gave riveting, emotional testimony
explaining how she raised her daughter
as a single mom, was able to get off state
assistance, managed to buy a home and is
putting herself and her daughter through
college all because she went to work every
day, worked hard, got paid good wages and
had great health and pension benefits that
were provided by her UFCW Local 655
union contract.
UFCW 655 member Laurie Giannini
(Schnucks) pointed out RTW would take
away any hope of fairness on the job for
workers. She told the story of being fired
from a real estate company because a new
salesman didn’t like her and gave the
company an ultimatum that she would quit
if Lori weren’t fired. “Where do you think
that went?” she said explaining it left her
as a single mom and her children out in the
cold with no one to protect her.
PROOF: RTW IS WRONG FOR MISSOURI
The entire room was brought to one of the
most emotional endings of a hearing I have
ever seen. I applaud Ms. Hester and Ms.
Giannini for the courage they showed; their
testimonies spoke truth-to-power on behalf
of all of the Missouri labor movement.
I know that we have friends on both sides
of the aisle in the Senate, and if this hearing
didn’t prove to those senators, who are not
our friends that right-to-work is wrong for
Missouri, well, those senators must have a
hidden agenda drafted by special interests,
built on corporate greed.
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From The President’s Desk
National Mobilization
By Pat White President, Greater St. Louis Labor Council

In recent weeks we have seen some major national victories,
as retail chains like Wal-Mart, TJ Maxx and others have bowed
to public pressure and announced wage increases for over half a
million workers.
While their anti-Union rhetoric is as strong as ever, we have
seen that public pressure campaigns like OUR Wal-Mart and
the fight for $15, can produce not just aspirational goals, but
concrete victories for working people.
The movement is growing. What started in retail and fast food
has grown to include the homecare providers that take care of our
parents as they age and the adjunct faculty at universities who
teach our children. It includes bank workers, airport workers
and thousands of others.
I have met with these workers and am inspired by their stories.
Like many of us, and many before us, they just want a chance to
fight for a brighter future for them and for their children.
That is why on April 15th, thousands will be joining across the
nation to demand the right to economic dignity and the right
to form a union free of retaliation. I am proud that St. Louis
has been chosen as one of the communities that will anchor this
national mobilization, and I ask you, to join me in supporting St.
Louis workers who are fighting for $15 and a Union.
In the weeks leading up to the action these workers are reaching
out to the community to share their stories.
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Attorney’s Report

When You Are Hurt On The Job
By Michael C. Goldberg, Attorney

When you are hurt on the job
and want to have the medical
bills paid under workers
compensation, you are required
to allow the employer to provide
the medical care. The employer
will be allowed to select the
treating physician. While you
can always refuse to go to a
company selected physician,
you will be fully responsible
for the bills associated with the
care. Your health insurance
will not pay those bills. If you
start seeing a physician before
you realize that the condition is
work related, you will often be
able to convince your insurance
company that the treatment
was undertaken before you had
any idea it was work related.
This of course will only work
if the work condition is related
to an occupational hazard that
came about over time and
was not diagnosed. It will not
work if you have sustained
a slip, trip or fall. No one is
going to believe that you did
not know it was work related
in those cases. So even if you
are in the middle of care and
realize it is work related, you
should immediately report the
situation and request care from
the employer. If the employer
refuses the care, you will be
allowed to go on your own and
submit the bills to your own
insurance company. If an issue
arises later, you will be able to
get either the health insurance
company to pay or the workers
compensation insurer. This
is based on the fact you did
in fact offer the employer an
opportunity to provide the care
and they refused.
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Once you are under the care
of a workers’ compensation
selected physician, you cannot
seek care on your own, unless
you are willing to pay for it
yourself. You must wait until
you are released from the
employer selected physician
to try and get your health
insurance company to pay.
Most doctors will not see you
as a private patient if they
know it could be related to a
work related condition. They
know that they will not get
paid unless they get advanced
approval from the workers
compensation carrier. You can
try and seek care after the
workers’ compensation doctor
states you are at maximum
medical improvement or if they
simply release you without
any need for care. This can be
accomplished if you can get a
denial of additional care letter
from the insurance company.
Most of the time, you will get
a notification from the workers’
compensation adjuster that
care has been terminated. You
will need this type of letter
to get your personal health
insurance company to cover

your treatment. If you have
been released from care and
end up needed additional
medical care due to the
fact that the workers’ comp
doctors do not really care to do
anything, you can often fight to
get back any outstanding bills
or co-pays. You can also fight
to get back any amount that
your own insurance company
paid that should have been the
responsibility of the employer.
However, if you do not follow
these general rules and make
sure it is documented that you
did in fact give the employer
the opportunity to provide
care, you will end up getting
stuck for the bills or at least all
deductibles and co-pays.
It is pretty simple and
straightforward on how to make
sure that you do not get stuck
with thousands of dollars in
bills. Report the injury as soon
as you know it could be work
related and always request
medical care first from the
employer. Once you have done
that and it is refused, you are in
a great position to fight for any
benefits that you need to take
care of the costs of treatment.
Medical care is very expensive.
Protect yourself from owing
thousands of dollars.
If you have any questions,
please feel free to contact me
and ask.
Michael Goldberg
1-800-489-2891		
Mcgoldberg1964@gmail.com
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Committee Report

Be Aware of Your Weingarten Rights!
By Michael Songer, Chief Steward AT&T Plant 1

It has come to my attention
in recent weeks that some
of the managers have been
playing games in reference to
having Union Reps present
in investigatory and /or
discipline meetings. In the
past, most managers would
give the Stewards a little
“heads up” when a meeting
was coming so we could
prepare and be there ahead of
time. Well. AT&T has decided
that they would rather not
pay for the Stewards time
anymore. This is where you

need to know your rights!
Anytime a meeting has
questions that could result
in a discipline for you or a
fellow employee, you have
the right to have a Steward
present. YOU MUST invoke
these rights. Once clearly
stating these rights, the
company has a few options:
completely stop the meeting,
stop the meeting and wait
for a Steward, or ask you to
continue without a Steward
present.
If the manager continues

without complying with your
request, they are committing
an unfair labor practice. At
this point you no longer are
required to answer questions
and cannot be disciplined for
doing so.
The
company
does
have the right to discuss
day-to-day
productivity
meetings without a Union
Representative.
Know your rights! Ask for
a Union Representative or
Steward, we are here to help
you!

Submission by Civil Rights & Equity Committee
Dorothy Height
While the name Dorothy Height
is recognizable, many of her
accomplishments are not. Height,
who died in 2010 at the age of
98, was a Social Rights Activist,
Administrator, and Educator. After
earning her bachelor’s and master’s
degrees at New York University,
Height later became active in
fighting for social injustices. She
was the president of the National
Council of Negro Women for
40 years, and was awarded the
Presidential Medal of Freedom

in 1994, and the Congressional
Gold Medal in 2004. Also during
the height of the Civil Rights
Movement,
Height
organized
“Wednesdays
in
Mississippi,”
which brought together black and
white women from the North and
South to engage in dialogue about
relevant social issues. Dorothy
Height is quoted as saying “I want
to be remembered as someone who
used herself and anything she
could touch to work for justice and
freedom…I want to be remembered
as one who tried,” a motto she
lived by until her death.

Community Services Committee Update
Tori Pratt, Vice President/Liaison

Do you know your Community Service Committee Members? You need to, we are here to help. They are
Stephanie Bates, Mike Songer, Mark Lily, Alison Willis, Taronno Jones and Ray Witthaus. We are not just
about raising money we want to actually help our members and the community. If you know of any volunteer
opportunities let a Committee Member know. Do you have a Member in need? All you need to do is refer them to
our CWA 6300 website they can click on the about us info and the Community Service request link will come up.
When we have our fundraisers know that you are helping our Members. Some of the other places we have been
able to help are Hallelujah House Food Bank, St. Louis Crisis Nursery and 5 for the fight. So when you support
us you are supporting so many others.
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JUDGE FINDS T-MOBILE GUILTY OF MAINTAINING ILLEGAL
CORPORATE POLICIES AGAINST WORKERS ACROSS THE US
By CWA International Press Release
Washington, D.C. -- A judge at the
National Labor Relations Board has
found T-Mobile US guilty of engaging in
nationwide labor law violations against
workers. The unprecedented ruling
comes following a rare move by the NLRB
consolidating multiple complaints against
T-Mobile US for illegal actions and policies
in Albuquerque, N.M.; Wichita, Kans.;
Charleston, S.C., and New York City.(*)
At issue were illegal corporate
nationwide policies that block workers
from organizing or even talking to each
other about problems at work. Workers
throughout the T-Mobile US system were
subjected to and effectively silenced by
these illegal policies; the judge’s order to
rescind them covers 40,000 workers.(*)
Coming on the heels of repeated
complaints issued by the NLRB against
T-Mobile US and its labor practices, the
ruling shines a light on how management’s
efforts to suppress workers’ organizing
activity has been supported by wideranging, unlawful corporate policies
issued from the highest levels of the
company. Even while this trial was
underway, additional complaints against
the company have issued from the NLRB.
Another NLRB trial will begin in June
in Charleston, South Carolina, to hear
yet more cases of T-Mobile US’s unlawful
suppression of workers’ rights, and other
charges and complaints continue to pile
up.(*)
The decision by Judge Christine
Dibble focused on T-Mobile US’s illegal
employment policies and restrictions that
prohibited workers from discussing wages
with each other or criticizing working
conditions or seeking out assistance to
blow the whistle on unlawful behavior.
[Read the decision at http://www.nlrb.gov/
case/28-CA-106758.](*)
Over and over again, the decision finds
that the corporate policies “would chill
employees in the exercise of their…rights”
or would be construed “as restricting [an
employee’s] rights to engage in protected
concerted activities, including unionizing
efforts.” Judge Dibble found that T-Mobile
US’s Wage and Hour Complaint Procedure,
for example, “tends to inhibit employees
from banding together.” She writes that
the corporate procedure’s requirement
that an employee notify management
of a wage issue first, “in combination
with the threat of discipline for failing
to adhere to the rule, would ‘reasonably
tend to inhibit employees from bringing
wage-related complaints to, and seeking
redress from, entities other than the
Respondent, and restrains the employees’
…rights to engage in concerted activities
April 2015

for collective bargaining or other mutual
aid or protection.”(*)
According to the ruling, T-Mobile US’s
email policy and various confidentiality
policies violate the law by restricting
employees’ ability to disclose or discuss
basic workplace issues, such as their
wages. Similarly, Judge Dibble has ruled
that the company’s policy restricting
employees’ communications with the
media is illegal, as it prohibits employees
from speaking out on inquiries about
wages or other conditions of employment.
In all, Judge Dibble found that 11 of the 13
corporate policies or provisions at issue in
the case are illegal.(*)
CWA President Larry Cohen said,
“This decision exposes the deliberate
campaign by T-Mobile US management
to break the law systematically and on a
nationwide scale, blocking workers from
exercising their right to organize and
bargain collectively. This behavior can
only be changed by a nationwide remedy
to restore workers’ rights. Deutsche
Telekom, the principal owner of T-Mobile
US, has claimed that its U.S. subsidiary
follows the law. Now we have the official
word: T-Mobile US is a lawbreaker. Bonn,
the headquarters of DT, no longer can
hide behind the false statements made by
T-Mobile US executives. These behaviors
would be almost unimaginable in Germany
or any other democracy in the world.”(*)
Rep. Mark Pocan (D-Wis.), a union
member, small business owner and a
champion of working families, said,
“T-Mobile employees have come to Capitol
Hill to share their stories of fear and
intimidation and efforts to block workers
from organizing. These workers have
had to put up with an outright hostile
environment in violation of their basic
constitutional rights. Today’s decision is a
huge win for every hardworking American
who is fighting for their right to organize
and demand better wages and more job
security.”(*)
The ruling was preceded by years of
federal complaints against T-Mobile US
for unlawful labor practices around the

country. Those complaints, which have
covered all manner of violations, from firing
union supporters to illegally restricting
employees’ ability to communicate with
one another, were often brought to the
cusp of trial and then settled by T-Mobile
US, which has paid tens of thousands of
dollars to avoid a judge’s guilty finding.
Today’s merit finding marks a turning
point in efforts to effectively enforce US
labor law at T-Mobile US.(*)
Judge Dibble’s decision addresses
written policies that T-Mobile US
disseminated to employees and managers
nationwide – policies that invariably
reinforced
a
management
culture,
reflected in complaint after complaint, of
shutting down workers who attempted to
speak out for fairness on the job.(*)
“We are happy and relieved,” said
Carolina Figueroa, T-Mobile US call
center worker from Albuquerque. “We are
finally being heard. My coworkers and I at
T-Mobile US will have the right to speak
out against unfair treatment and should
not be muzzled or retaliated against and with today’s decision, the company
has to declare this to all of its employees
nationwide.”(*)
Adrian Dominguez works at the Metro
PCS-T-Mobile US retail store in New York
City. “Now that we have a union we aren’t
scared to talk about our working conditions
at work. I am hopeful that my colleagues
across the country will realize that the law
protects their rights to discuss the benefits
of joining together into a union, now that
the judge has found T-Mobile US guilty
of preventing workers from talking about
their working conditions.”(*)
Josh Coleman was a top-achieving
customer service representative in
Wichita when he was fired by T-Mobile
US for mobilizing his co-workers for union
representation. “Through repeated team
meetings and written policy, T-Mobile US
unlawfully silenced employees and created
a culture of fear to stifle communication. I
hope that now thousands of my T-Mobile
US co-workers will know they can come
out of the shadows and build the union
that so many of us want.”(*)
T-Mobile US workers and their
colleagues at T-Mobile in Germany
together have built TU, an organization
that represents them. Thousands of
German workers, members of the 2
million member union ver.di, have formed
city-to-city partnerships with T-Mobile
US workers, and together are pushing
Deutsche Telekom to ensure that U.S.
workers can bargain collectively, just as
telecom workers in Germany do.
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Next Meetings:
April 15
May 20
Motions March 18, 2015
Motion: Motion Bridgette Berry to place an
ad in Labor Tribune for Worker’s Memorial
Day Special Issue for $439 in memory of Bill
Morton, second Mike Lavoie.
Motion carried.

02/05/15
02/13/15
02/14/15
02/16/15
04/01/15

In Sympathy
Ella Buchanan

Member

Members’ Losses
Renee Kayser
Alison Willis

New Members

AT&T Telephone
Nick Braun
Bradley Clemons
Daniel Khadijah
Keith Gittinger
Ronal Harris
Troy Hatchett

William Nobles
Andre Toney
Corey Uptegrove
Alvernon Wilkins
Jaydon York

Verizon
Alesha Hake

Yuri Browning

YP Holding LLC

Retiring
Mary Richardson
Diane Stevens
Michele Consolino
Dottye Conrad
Mona Harshman

Good & Welfare

Sister
Mother

Desmond Anderson
Kenneth Bell
Lolita Buford
Steven Gonzales
Larry Henderson
Shannon Hoelscher
Victor Isidro
Dominic Jackson
Craig Jolley
Tallonda Jolley
Uris Lewis

Glenn Longhibler
Peter Milien
Blake Moroni
Quintin Nickerson
Andre Peppers
Micah Shaw
Darrell Tate
Shawn Topps
Jamie Velasco
Matthew Wells

Please see your Union
Steward to submit
notices of deaths,
retirements, disabilities,
or other announcements
within your office.

AT&T Mobility
Josh Bartels
Lakisha Baxton
Duneika Benjamin
Kassandra Berumen
Tammy Brooks
Brandon Causibie
Dmitri Chergibayer
Jay Christian
Desiree Clark
Barry Colin
Roy Cothern
Randy Crawford
Kiarra Crump
Stacey Davis
Colleen Dempsey
Hannah Duncan
Samantha Ennen
Charles Farwell
Victor Garcia
Jerome Golden
Kenneth Goodwin
Hannah Hamilton
Julia Hardy
Elvis Hasanovic
Christopher Hodge
Jeremy Hudson
Ryan Jennings
Nicole Jennings
Jason Lay
Christopher Leaonard
Colleen Lee
Paul Liggett
Harold Lipson
Dillon Lloyd

Adam Loemker
Enes Marakovi
Jeffrey McCowan
Tiffany McDaniel
Shannon McLaughlin
Raymond Medler
Debra Mitchell
Leah Newman
James Newsome
Darryl Okeke
Maddielyn Orten
Dylan Penrod
Heather Politte
Trisha Powers
Leonanda Redden
Daniel Rowlen
Lloyd Rush
Mohammad Saleh
Jacob Schrick
David Shaw
Matthew Singer
Michael Singleton
Melissa Stephens
Patrick Sullivan
Justin Sutton
Ryan Thomas
Jessica Valentine
Jeff Waldman
Chaz Walker
Igquienna Williams
Haley Willoughby
Christopher Winters
Anita Young
Mark Young

Hall Rental

f

Find us on
Facebook

facebook.com/cwa6300

Any Member of CWA Local 6300 in good standing
who would like to rent the Union Hall for wedding
receptions, celebrations, etc ... may do so.
Any Retiring Member of the CWA Local 6300
in good standing who wants to hold a retirement party in the hall
may do so. Monday - Thursday between 12pm - 8pm.

Rental cost for retirement party’s is $100.

For pricing, more information
& reservations call 314-991-0200
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Retirees Meeting March 9, 2015

Retiree Meetings
April 13
& May 11

Meeting 11:30 / Lunch 12:00
Meeting Location
2258 Grissom Dr.

$12 charge per person.
Bring a guest but make
reservations:
Bob Huss - 636-947-4299
BHuss6350@sbcglobal.net

Earline Jones 355-6860
Nellie Girouard
314-739-0317
Nancy Jinkerson
314-809-3264

The meeting was called
to order by President Bob
Huss. Bob said a prayer and
led everyone in the Pledge of
Allegiance to our flag.
Bob asked for a moment
of silence for the deceased:
David Tovar, Mary Gallagher,
Raymond Courtois and Leah
Macauley (Nancy Jinkerson’s
sister) and John Junger father
of Kathleen Niemczyk.
Bob
acknowledged
new
Members: Sandra Shepard and
Steve Spreck. Bob thanked
everyone for coming to the
meeting.
Nancy Jinkerson announced
the lunch menu and read
the minutes of the February
meeting. A motion was made,
seconded and passed to approve
the minutes as read.
Nellie Girouard read the
Treasurer’s report for February.
Motions were made, seconded
April 2015

and passed to approve the
reports.
Earlene Jones gave the
Vice President’s report. She
acknowledged
the
50th
anniversary of the march from
Selma to Montgomery and
also the anniversary of the
passing of women’s rights to
vote. She shared some of the
history behind both events and
addressed what is happening
today in 2015. She discussed
the various legislations that
will adversely affect everyone
should they pass.
Bob Huss discussed the
finances of the chapter and
the declining attendance and
membership.
Membership
has gone down from over 500
to around 400. At present 55
meals are ordered. At present
there are 3 occasions annually
where china, crystal glasses
and table service are used.
Cutting those extra costs would
save $300 a year. A motion was
made, seconded and passed to
cut those costs.
Bob talked about the upcoming
Legislative Conference.
He
would like to attend and he
estimates around $340 to cover
the cost of a room and three
meals. He asked for a motion
to send him to Jefferson City to
the conference. The motion was
seconded and passed.
Kevin Kujawa is going to
provide a contact list of new
and recent retirees so they can
be contacted and invited to join
the chapter.
Bob talked about the Trans
Pacific
Partnership
which
encompasses
about
600
corporations. He talked about
its effect on prescription drugs
and their cost. Health care is the
number one cause of bankruptcy

in America. Passage of the act
would give corporations the
ability to sue the government
because of the effects of the
Affordable Care Act. He urged
everyone to follow the situation.
Whether someone pays for their
medication or not, the cost of
the medication goes in the
“donut hole”. Once the donut
hole is full all costs will be out
of pocket for the consumer until
2020 when the donut hole goes
away.
A new legislator in St. Charles
County is trying to introduce
legislation that would make it
illegal to negotiate a subsidy for
health care.
Bob discussed bargaining that
will be taking place and the
stance that AT&T is taking that
gives the impression they are
hurting financially which would
result in cuts in benefits and
wages. The CWA website will
have information on the status
of the bargaining. The retirees
need to have a strong presence.
There was further discussion
about the declining attendance
and membership and Bob asked
for any ideas to improve the
situation.
Under new business the CWA
is selling discounted tickets for
the Cardinal baseball games
on May 2 vs. the Pittsburgh
Pirates and June 28 vs. the
Chicago Cubs. They are right
field box seats for $45 instead of
the normal $60 cost.
Under Good and Welfare Jim
and Anna May Bottorff are
celebrating their 64th wedding
anniversary.
The winner of the March
birthday cake was Mike Harber.
Drawings were held and monies
were given out as prizes.
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CWA Local 6300
ST. LOUIS CARDINALS
Matt Carpenter Practice Jersey Give Away
to Benefit CWA Womens Committee

May 2nd, 2015 1:15pm

St. Louis
Cardinals
vs.
Pirates

CWA Local 6300
ST. LOUIS CARDINALS
Day at the Ballpark
to Benefit Community Services Committee

June 28th, 2015 1:15pm

St. Louis
Cardinals
vs.
Chicago Cubs

Sections 127, 128, & 129

Sections 128, 129, 130 & 132

($61 @ the box office)

($59 @ the box office)

$45 per ticket

For tickets please contact Jo Wise at
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CWA
Local 6300 314.795.8314

$45 per ticket

For tickets please contact Tori Pratt at
CWA Local 6300
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